Please support the WHS Underwater Robotics Club by purchasing a 1 pound bag of Coffee from the list of varieties listed below. Coffee will be ready for pickup the week of December 14th.

**North Pole Blend**
- Award Winning -
Rich, High Grown,
Central and South American
Full City Roast Coffee

**North Pole Blend - Decaf**
- Award Winning -
Rich, High Grown,
Central and South American
Full City Roast Decaffeinated Coffee

**French Roast**
- Dessert Friendly -
A Unique Dark Roast Coffee With a Smooth Flavor and Sweet Hints of Chocolate

**Columbia Supremo**
- Classic Arabica Brew -
A Familiar Aromatic Coffee With Hints of Fruit and Great Full Body Taste

**St. Nickerdoodle**
- Santa’s Favorite -
A Flavorful Combination of Cinnamon and Hazelnut Notes